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Marshall: Lessons in Leadership
Documentary History of the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidency
A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in
digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist
that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the
original, and are presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both
historical and cultural value.

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report
Contains translations of material that has appeared originally in scholarly journals,
books, and legal documents throughout the world.

Defenders of the Faith
Beetle
"An excellent book . . . D'Este's masterly account comes into its own." —The
Washington Post Book World Born into hardscrabble poverty in rural Kansas, the
son of stern pacifists, Dwight David Eisenhower graduated from high school more
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likely to teach history than to make it. Casting new light on this profound evolution,
Eisenhower chronicles the unlikely, dramatic rise of the supreme Allied
commander. With full access to private papers and letters, Carlo D'Este has
exposed for the first time the untold myths that have surrounded Eisenhower and
his family for over fifty years, and identified the complex and contradictory
character behind Ike's famous grin and air of calm self-assurance. Unlike other
biographies of the general, Eisenhower captures the true Ike, from his youth to the
pinnacle of his career and afterward.

Vietnam, a Diplomatic Tragedy
When the Allies invaded mainland Italy in 1943 they intended only a clearing-up
operation to knock Italy out of the war, but Hitler ordered the German armies to
defend every foot of the country. The 'Tug of War' was the mysterious force which
caused a war to race out of control, and attract vast numbers of men, tanks, guns
and aircraft. The book analyses the main battles of Salerno, Cassino, Anzio and the
march on Rome.

Eisenhower and Golf
On August 14, 1942, Chief of Staff George C. Marshall appointed General Dwight D.
Eisenhower Commander of the European theater of operations for North Africa.
Eisenhower had no prior training or experience in warfare and no experience
commanding an army. Frequently, he was subjected to unjustifiable interference
from Marshall (who was 3,000 miles away from the fighting). The text provides
detailed insight into the rationale - both sound and questionable - behind many of
Eisenhower's strategic decisions and suggests that with more experienced
leadership, the war could have ended much sooner and with fewer casualties.

Crusade in Europe
President Dwight D. Eisenhower played nearly 900 rounds of golf during his two
terms in office, and his obsession with the game aided an explosion in golf's
popularity during the 1950s. This book details Ike's love of golf and demonstrates
how the sport was interwoven with the major events of his presidency, from the
Army-McArthy Hearings to the U-2 crisis. Also covered are the ways golf affected
Eisenhower's family, staff, friends, allies and opponents; the impact Eisenhower's
Augusta National friends had on his decision to seek the presidency; and the
president's relationship with Bobby Jones and Arnold Palmer. An appendix reprints
selected golf-related correspondence from Eisenhower's archives.

A History of the United States, Volume II.
An American icon and hero faces a nation--and a world--in transition A bona-fide
American hero at the close of World War II, General Dwight D. Eisenhower rode an
enormous wave of popularity into the Oval Office seven years later. Though we
may view the Eisenhower years through a hazy lens of 1950s nostalgia, historians
consider his presidency one of the least successful. At home there was civil rights
unrest, McCarthyism, and a deteriorating economy; internationally, the Cold War
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was deepening. But despite his tendency toward "brinksmanship," Ike would later
be revered for "keeping the peace." Still, his actions and policies at the onset of his
career, covered by Tom Wicker, would haunt Americans of future generations.

Eisenhower
During the Second World War, Dwight D. Eisenhower formulated an ideology that
encompassed deeply held ideas about human nature, society, and political life.
From the day the war ended, Eisenhower promoted this ideology; he considered
the production of words as an end in itself, essential to the real business of
governing. During his years as Army Chief of Staff, president of Columbia
University, Allied Commander in Europe, and candidate for President of the United
States, Eisenhower continuously emphasized the inspirational value of the spoken
word. Ira Chernus has created one of the first detailed studies of the ideology and
rhetoric of a U.S. leader in the formative years of the Cold War, showing how words
and ideas fostered a conservative culture of nationalism and fear. Eisenhower's
use of language fulfilled consciously manipulative ends while also reflecting
sincerely held ideas. General Eisenhower: Ideology and Discourse reveals how one
man helped construct the sense of national and global insecurity that pervaded
American life for decades.

With Utmost Spirit
A valued adviser and trusted insider in the highest echelon of U.S. military and
political leaders, General Walter Bedell Smith began his public service career of
more than forty years at age sixteen, when he joined the Indiana National Guard.
His bulldog tenacity earned him an opportunity to work with General George C.
Marshall in 1941, playing an essential role in forming the offices of the Combined
and Joint Chiefs of Staff; and after his appointment as chief of staff to Dwight D.
Eisenhower in 1942, Smith took a central part in planning and orchestrating the
major Allied operations of World War II in Europe. Among his many duties, Smith
negotiated and signed the surrenders of the Italian and German armed forces on
May 7, 1945. Smith's postwar career included service as the U.S. ambassador to
the Soviet Union, director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and undersecretary of
state. Despite his contributions to twentieth-century American military and
diplomatic history, the life and work of Smith have largely gone unappreciated. In
Beetle: The Life of General Walter Bedell Smith, D. K. R. Crosswell offers the first
full-length biography of the general, including insights into his close relationships
with Marshall and Eisenhower. Meticulously researched and long overdue, Beetle
sheds new light on Eisenhower as supreme commander and the campaigns in
North Africa, Italy, and Europe . Beetle is the fascinating history of a soldier,
diplomat, and intelligence chief who played a central role in many decisions that
altered mid-twentieth-century American history.

The Army Air Forces in World War II.: Europe: Torch to
Pointblank, August 1942 to December 1943
The New Look sought to formulate a more selective and flexible response to
Communist challenges. The New Look was not simply a `bigger bang for a buck'
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nor merely a device for achieving a balanced budget, nor did it amount solely to a
strategy of massive retaliation, as is commonly assumed. Dr Dockrill's incisive
revisionist analysis of the subject throws new light on US ambitious global strategy
during the Eisenhower years.

Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 2001 and the Future Years Defense Program
Eisenhower and the Art of Warfare
Emphasizes battles and leaders more than administration and doctrine.
Conclusions and balanced.

Dwight D. Eisenhower
In a critical Cold War moment, Dwight D. Eisenhower's presidency suddenly
changed when the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the world's first satellite. What
Ike called "a small ball" became a source of Russian pride and propaganda, and it
wounded him politically, as critics charged that he responded sluggishly to the
challenge of space exploration. Yet Eisenhower refused to panic after Sputnik-and
he did more than just stay calm. He helped to guide the United States into the
Space Age, even though Americans have given greater credit to John F. Kennedy
for that achievement. In Eisenhower's Sputnik Moment, Yanek Mieczkowski
examines the early history of America's space program, reassessing Eisenhower's
leadership. He details how Eisenhower approved breakthrough satellites,
supported a new civilian space agency, signed a landmark science education law,
and fostered improved relations with scientists. These feats made Eisenhower's
post-Sputnik years not the flop that critics alleged but a time of remarkable
progress, even as he endured the setbacks of recession, medical illness, and a
humiliating first U.S. attempt to launch a satellite. Eisenhower's principled stands
enabled him to resist intense pressure to boost federal spending, and he instead
pursued his priorities-a balanced budget, prosperous economy, and sturdy national
defense. Yet Sputnik also altered the world's power dynamics, sweeping
Eisenhower in directions that were new, even alien, to him, and he misjudged the
importance of space in the Cold War's "prestige race." By contrast, Kennedy
capitalized on the issue in the 1960 election, and after taking office he urged a
manned mission to the moon, leaving Eisenhower to grumble over the young
president's aggressive approach. Offering a fast-paced account of this Cold War
episode, Mieczkowski demonstrates that Eisenhower built an impressive record in
space and on earth, all the while offering warnings about America's stature and
strengths that still hold true today.

106-2 Hearings: Department of Defense Authorization for
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 2001 and The Future Years
Defense Program, S. Hrg. 106-609, Pt. 6, February 24, March 2,
9, 2000
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Eisenhower and the Mass Media
Eisenhower's New-Look National Security Policy, 1953-61
The American Vision
The Eisenhowers
The Evolving Presidency
Dedicated to the Allied Soldier, Sailor and Airman of WWII.

Tug of War
In his magisterial bestseller "FDR," Smith provided a fresh, modern look at one of
the most indelible figures in American history. Now this peerless biographer
returns with a new life of Dwight D. Eisenhower that is as full, rich, and revealing
as anything ever written about America's 34th president.

The Papers of Dwight David Eisenhower
Biography covering the last three generations of the Eisenhower family: President
Eisenhower, his wife Mamie, and their son John and grandson David.

Atoms for Peace and War, 1953-1961
Eisenhower
General George C. Marshall was a skillful and compassionate leader with a unique
legacy. He never fired a shot during WWII and led no troops into battle—his
brilliance was purely strategic and diplomatic, and incredibly effective. He was
responsible for the building, supplying, and, in part, the deployment of over eight
million soldiers. In 1947, as Secretary of State, he created the Marshall Plan, a
sweeping economic recovery effort that pulled the war-shattered European nations
out of ruin, and gave impetus to NATO and the European Common Market. It was
for the Marshall Plan that he won the Nobel Peace Prize—the only time in history a
military commander has ever been awarded this honor. Marshall's skilled
combination of military strategy and politics, emphasis on planning as well as
execution, and his expertise in nation-building holds lessons for military and
civilian leaders today.

President Nixon
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General Laws of the State of Kansas
V. 1. Soldier, general of the army, President-elect, 1890-1952--v. 2. The President.
A portrait of the man, both decent and complex, who is increasingly regarded as
one of the twentieth century's greatest Presidents.

Eisenhower and American Public Opinion on China
A clear and concise history of the Social Security disability program. This book
chronicles how competing ideologies coalesced into the program we have today.
Detailed is how the personalities of the leading politicians of the day, including
FDR, Eisenhower, Paul Douglas and Walter George, influenced this landmark piece
of legislation.

48 Million Tons to Eisenhower
In today's discussions of church, state, and the American way of life, the serious
real differences that divided the religious settlers of this country are frequently
overlooked. This book offers readers a survey of the often uneasy relationship
between religion and public policy dating from the colonial period to the present.
This thought-provoking study will be of interest to policymakers, lawyers and legal
historians, and all those concerned with the future of public policy in the United
States.

International Journal of Politics
General Eisenhower
The Evolving Presidency is not a collection of essays, but a treasury of the most
important documents about the highest office in the land. It is also an affordable
alternative to the usual high-priced collections of primary documents. Arranged in
chronological order, these 43 documents tell a rich and fascinating story of how
much about the presidency has changed across more than two centuries -- and
about how much has remained the same since the office was first established. For
students and scholars, The Evolving Presidency is the perfect volume for research
and directed reading. For interested citizens everywhere, the book is a fascinating
collection of priceless documents that reveal the origins and development of our
highest office. Headnotes explain the history and significance of each document.
And the convenient subject guide sorts documents by topic and helps readers
trace their specific issues and topics of interest.

Code of Federal Regulations
PRESIDENT NIXON shows a man alone in a White House ruled by secrets and lies,
trying to impose old values at home and new balances of power everywhere in the
world. Reeves proves that the Watergate scandal was no abberation in an
administration foreshadowed by a series of successful uses of 'national security' to
cover coups, burglaries, lies, the abandonment of America's allies - and even
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murder. Reeves portrays a man of vision and iron will who created, used and was
used by a small cast of hard, ambitious men who formed a poisonous circle around
their insecure leader. Alone, Nixon challenged and changed the world's political
and military balance while also plotting to destroy both the Democratic and
Republican parties in an attempt to create secretly a new party of the centre. This
account of Nixon's stewardship will stand as the balanced, authoratative portrait of
an astonishng president and his ruined presidency.

Eisenhower and Social Security
En beskrivelse af forsyningstroppernes store indsats i 2. VK.(SOS= Services of
Supply)

Eisenhower's Sputnik Moment
With Shield and Sword
Study of the Eisenhower-Dulles era in foreign policy in 1953-56 as applied to the
Indochina situation, seen as leading to the present conflict in Vietnam.

Six Roads from Abilene: Some Personal Recollections of Edgar
Eisenhower
Nineteen months before the D-day invasion of Normandy, Allied assault forces
landed in North Africa in Operation TORCH, the first major amphibious operation of
the war in Europe. Under the direction of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, AUS, Adm.
Andrew B. Cunningham, RN, Admiral H. Kent Hewitt, USN, and others, the Allies
kept pressure on the Axis by attacking what Winston Churchill dubbed "the soft
underbelly of Europe." The Allies seized the island of Sicily, landed at Salerno and
Anzio, and established a presence along the coast of southern France. With Utmost
Spirit takes a fresh look at this crucial naval theater of the Second World War.
Barbara Brooks Tomblin tells of the U.S. Navy's and the Royal Navy's struggles to
wrest control of the Mediterranean Sea from Axis submarines and aircraft, to lift
the siege of Malta, and to open a through convoy route to Suez while providing
ships, carrier air support, and landing craft for five successful amphibious
operations. Examining official action reports, diaries, interviews, and oral histories,
Tomblin describes each of these operations in terms of ship to shore movements,
air and naval gunfire support, logistics, countermine measures, antisubmarine
warfare, and the establishment of ports and training bases in the Mediterranean.
Firsthand accounts from the young officers and men who manned the ships
provide essential details about Mediterranean operations and draw a vivid picture
of the war at sea and off the beaches.

Session Laws ..
Milton S. Eisenhower, Educational Statesman
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In the 1950s, most of the American public opposed diplomatic and trade relations
with Communist China; traditional historiography blames this widespread hostility
for the tensions between China and the United States during Dwight D.
Eisenhower’s presidency. In this book, Mara Oliva reconsiders the influence of U.S.
public opinion on Sino-American relations, arguing that it is understudied and often
misinterpreted. She shows how the Eisenhower administration’s hard line policy
towards Beijing had been formulated in line with U.S. national security interests,
not as a result of public pressure. However, the public did play a significant role in
shaping the implementation, timing and political communication of Washington’s
strategy, ultimately hampering relations with the Communist giant and seriously
heightening the risk of nuclear conflict. Drawing together an extensive array of
published and unpublished sources, this book offers a new prism for understanding
one of the most difficult decades in the history of both countries.

The Economics of the Political Parties, with Special Attention
to Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy
Eisenhower: The President
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